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ABSTRACT
detection capability of airborne lidar due to a
single wavelength[5]. Although it has outstanding
A hyperspectral lidar system with focal
advantages in the acquisition of information in
plane splitting unit is proposed, including an
three-dimensional space, it is limited by the
off-axis receiving telescope, a grating
single-wavelength detection capability in terms
spectrometer, and a single-tube detector array.
of the physical property detection classification
The spectrum of the system covers 380-930nm,
and state of the ground object. Compared with
and is separated by grating spectrometer. The
traditional passive remote sensing methods such
microlens-fiber coupling system guides the echo
as multi-hyperspectral imaging, it cannot reflect
signal of 50 channels into each detector. The
the essential advantages[6, 7].
system solves the data processing problem of
According to the fast application of lidar
the bandwidth and gain the line array and area
and
its
technical characteristics, multi-spectral
array detector in traditional hyperspectral lidar.
and multi-wavelength lidar remote sensing is
And it also meets the requirement of the high
carried out. This research with high spatial
efficiency splitting coupling and weak signal
resolution detection capability will have
acquisition and detection.
important value and application prospects in the
detect physical properties[8, 9]. Just as passive
1. INTRODUCTION
optical remote sensing as a trend from a
Airborne/space-borne lidar usually works in
full-color
camera
to
a
multi-spectral
a single-wavelength mode to acquire the earth
camera-hyperspectral camera, the lidar geodetic
surface data which contained single-wavelength
observation technology is also shown a trend
echo intensity information[1, 2]. In order to make
from single wavelength to double wavelength to
better use of these observation capability in the
multiple wavelengths.
existing
lidar
technology
and
scene
This paper proposes a new type of Earth
classification, the intensity information and
observation high-spectral lidar technology. The
three-dimensional
information
of
spectrum of the lidar system covers from 380 to
single-wavelength laser echo signals are
930nm at wavelength. Due to the transmitted
combined to use[3]. Based on the backscattered
high-spectral laser, it can received the spectral
signal reflected from the laser footprint,
and the collocated elevation information which
traditional method classifies the features such as
improves the system's ability to distinguish
road, grassland, crops, etc. The measurement
vegetation, soil, rock and other ground objects
based on the intensity information of the laser
which can be applied to forest survey,
footprint to detect large rocks and cliffs in the
agricultural monitoring, land monitoring,
forest area needs to get more accuracy of the
resource exploration and other fields in a rapid,
mountain terrain data[4]. Seldom studies
economical and accurate manner.
fundamentally improve the lack of physical
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2 System Introduction
As shown in Figure 1, by using the focal
plane efficient spectroscopic technology based
on microlens and fiber array, the wideband echo
signals are efficiently divided into different
channels detected by the high-speed,
high-sensitivity detectors through optical fibers.
Amplitude and dynamics of wide-spectrum laser
echo signals adopt APD and PMT hybrid array
detection technology to solve the problem of
hyperspectral fast imaging under weak light
conditions, realizing the full coverage detection
of wide-spectrum bands of detection targets.
Research on optical noise reduction technology
should be used background light suppression
technology
to
improve
the
detection
performance of hyperspectral lidar. The design
goal requires that the laser spectral band covers
380-930nm, and the hyperspectral lidar imaging
detection with a band number of not less than 50
channels is realized.

Figure 2 Optical design of grating spectrometer

The aperture is used to limit the receiving
field of view in the receiving telescope, and the
apertures are blackened on both sides to reduce
the scattered light generated by the apertures of
the apertures. An off-axis parabolic mirror is
used to collimate the full-band echo optical
signal through the aperture stop. Compared with
the transmissive collimation method, the
off-axis parabolic mirror can well collimate the
full-band echo signal, which can reduce the
dispersion of the focal plane of the grating focal
plane because of the insufficient collimation
parallelism. Thereby the spectral resolution
could be improved.
Under the premise of satisfying the spectral
resolution, the system is made more compact as
much as possible, and the transmission grating
is selected as the spectroscopic device. The
focusing mirror behind the grating adopts a
transmission focusing mirror system, which can
effectively reduce the focusing spot aberration
of each spectral channel after grating splitting to
improve the spectral resolution[10]. In addition,
the focusing mirror system adopts the structural
form of the image telecentric system, ensuring
the main rays of each spectral channel in
perpendicular to the surface of the
microlens-fiber detection array, effectively
matching the receiving numerical aperture and
improving the optical coupling efficiency.
According to the existing parameters, the
spectral range is from 380 to 930nm at
wavelength, and the grating transmitted light is
centered on the wavelength of 632nm. The
diffraction effect of the grating is the effect of
single-slit diffraction and multi-slit interference
superposition. For single-slot interference, phase

Figure 1 overall system design

3 KEY TECHNOLOGY
3.1 Grating spectrometer
As shown in Fig.2, the grating
spectrometer is a spectroscopic device in the
hyperspectral lidar, which mainly includes a
small aperture diaphragm, a collimated off-axis
parabolic mirror, a grating, and a telecentric
spectral focusing lens. In order to improve the
quality of remote sensing imaging, 380-930nm
laser wide-spectrum coverage is used. The
scattered echo light signal passing through the
aperture pupil is collimated by a collimated
off-axis parabolic mirror and then sent to the
grating for splitting. And the telecentric lens put
the spectrally separated spectrum refocuses.
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there is an optical path difference L  2d sin 
between the adjacent groove faces in the
transmission direction,Satisfy 2d sin    ,
 is a class 1 blaze wavelength, and the grating
equation is:

sin   sin   m / d
Figure 3 Microlens-fiber coupling system

Where  and  represent the angle of incidence

The optical design of the microlens array is
and diffraction angle of the grating,
shown in Figure 4. It can be seen from the figure
respectively; m is the diffraction order;  is the
that after the microlens, the spot which
wavelength; d is the grating constant. The
concentrated on the end face of the fiber is
relationship between the incident light
equivalent to increasing the filling rate of the
wavelength  and the grating blaze angle  of
fiber array. Figure 5 shows the simulation results
the transmission grating is：
of the effect of the microlens on the spot energy
m
distribution on the fiber’s end face. It can be
sin  
seen from Fig. 5 (a) and (b) that the energy of
2d
Therefore, the incident angle  of the grating
the spot is uniformly distributed without the
spectrometer is：
addition of the microlens, and only about 50%
of the energy is included in the effective clear
 632 10 6  360 
 m 
  6. aperture of the fiber, coupling the efficiency is
  arcsin 
  arcsin 
2
 2d 


50%. After adding the microlens, it can be seen
Substituting the grating spectrometer line
from (c) and (d) that the energy of the spot is
dispersion is:
mainly concentrated in the center of the fiber,
and contains about 90% of the spot energy in the
1
cos 

106  10nm / mm
range of about 100um in the center of the fiber.
Dl line  f c
Therefore, after using the microlens array, the
3.2 Focus splitting system
coupling efficiency of the fiber array can be
As shown in Fig. 3, each fiber corresponds
increased from 50% to more than about 95%.
to each microlens, and the grating splits the
broad spectral signal with the spectral
segment N ~ M into n  1 spectral segments
such as N ~ N1 、 N1 ~ N 2 、 ... N n ~ M .
Spectral resolution is

M N
. In this paper, the
n 1

spectrum covers from 380 to 930nm at
wavelength, achieving 50 channels with a
spectral resolution of 10nm.

Figure 4 Microlens-fiber coupling design
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hyperspectral lidar to practical development.
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